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H. TAN
Evaluation of Instruction Program Report

 

22S: MATH 136 DIS 1A: PARTL DFFRNTL EQTNS
No. of responses = 18

Enrollment = 44
Response Rate = 40.91%

1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

How would you rate your TA as an
effective teacher?

1.1)
ExcellentFailing n=18

av.=8.83
md=9
dev.=0.51
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How would you rate the availability
and helpfulness of your TA outside of
the classroom?

1.2)
ExcellentFailing n=17

av.=8.82
md=9
dev.=0.39
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What is your rating of this course
independent of the effectiveness of
the TA?

1.3)
ExcellentFailing n=18

av.=8.56
md=9
dev.=0.7
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2. Comments:2. Comments:

Please use the space provided for any comments you wish to make which are pertinent to the
educational process.  These may include all aspects of the course: teaching, examinations, grading,
textbook, etc.

2.1)

Best TA I had during my time at UCLA. Discussion sections are well-organized and discussion
supplements are nicely typed and useful. My only criticism is I wish the homework solutions were typed
in LaTeX since it can be hard to read some of the handwritten solutions.

Every discussion was so well-prepared, organized, and helpful in understanding the material. The
discussion supplements were wonderfully well organized and nicely typed; they were a lifesaver and an
amazing reference when reviewing and doing the homeworks. The fast speeds at which the homeworks
were graded and left with comments on the mistakes and at which the homework solutions were
provided was so so helpful. You were very knowledgeable and great at explaining things and truly the
best ta I've ever had in college. Thank you so much for your time.

Great Ta!!!Love him

Hong Kiat is an amazing TA. He is very helpful in disucssion sections and office hours.

Hong Kiat is definitely one of the best TA's in the UCLA math department. His discussions were always
valuable to attend because he prepared and provided us with detailed supplements that contained
important concepts and examples that were relevant to the course material. Not only is he very
knowledgable in the subject, he was also extremely helpful outside of class and in office hours. I am
very grateful to have had him as a TA as he helped make this course MUCH more manageable.

Hong Kiat is one of the best TA's I have ever had for any university course. He creates organized
discussion notes/problems that perfectly reflect the material that is taught in lecture, which helps solidify
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my understanding of the material. He also responds to questions very often online in Piazza. He is also
very accommodating in terms of his office hours, extending them by an additional hour whenever
needed. He also grades assignments very quickly.

Overall, awesome TA.

Hong Kiat is probably the best TA I've had in the department.  He was always super clear and helpful,
and presented meaningful stuff in discussion that reinforced my learning.  Office hours were plenty and
he made himself available to students whenever they needed help.

Hong Kiat is really an excellent TA! He is willing to extend his office hours if we have more questions.
He is also very knowledgeable about the PDE topic and other math computation details. I can always
understand a topic better after asking him.

Hong Kiat is the BEST TA I have ever had. He knows the material well and his discussion supplements
are super helpful. He’s always approachable and clear in his explanations. I really appreciate how he
spends tons of time after the time period of his office hours helping us on homework questions. Also I
appreciate the idea of complied student solutions and him trying to remember students’ names, which
encourages me a lot to keep working hard in this class. This is a class with difficult topics but the
professor and TA make it genuinely enjoyable and intriguing :))) I hope I can take a class with Hong Kiat
as my TA again.

Hong Kiat the TA for this course helped us with understanding the material and was available to
respond to students and explain concepts and he always made time to help students even beyond
assigned office hours.

I wish more TA's were like this. Super involved, graded super fast, very helpful on piazza. great attitude.
thank you for making this class easier.

The TA was very helpful during Office Hours, and although he was stricter on the homework grading, it
was fair and helpful to understand the material. His discussion supplements were thorough and very
helpful to review the material. Overall, he did a great job with this class and made it a lot more
manageable.
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Profile
Subunit: MATH
Name of the instructor: H. TAN
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)

22S: MATH 136 DIS 1A: PARTL DFFRNTL EQTNS

Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

1.1) How would you rate your TA as an effective teacher? Failing Excellent
n=18 av.=8.83

1.2) How would you rate the availability and helpfulness
of your TA outside of the classroom?

Failing Excellent
n=17 av.=8.82

1.3) What is your rating of this course independent of the
effectiveness of the TA?

Failing Excellent
n=18 av.=8.56


